
Street Bites
street foods from around the world
 
Street Bites is a website that brings together street food from 
around the world. The site consists of eight bites chosen for their 
exquisite shape. The icons for the food are hand-drawn using an 
etching technique to represent the diversity of the items.  A map 
is included to locate each bite’s place of origin, while providing 
information on the food. Street environment photographs and 
slab serif typefaces are chosen to complement the sketches.

discipline / web, ui/ux

year /  2018



Everybody In, Nobody Out 
a mobile exhibition about healthcare
  
This mobile exhibition highlights issues of accessibility 
and politics in our healthcare system. Everybody In, Nobody Out 
informs the history of healthcare touching on issues of cultural 
aspects, disabilities and diseases, the revolution of vaccine and 
government involvement. The exhibition identity borrows medical 
elements such as medical tools and healthcare content to create 
an informative tone. It is targeted specifically to teenagers and 
young adults. The bright colors and interactive components keep 
the exhibition lively and exciting for visitors.

discipline / exhibition, environmental

year /  2019



The Land of Waste 
a data visualization on landfills and plastic

Land of waste is a series of data visualization posters focusing 
on the waste industry of landfills and plastic. Each poster features 
research data curated to create engaging and meaningful posters. 
The goal is to inform the audience of the potential harm of these 
subjects to our environment. The data is compiled into radial 
charts, pie charts and bar graphs to create visually compelled 
posters. The graphs are merged with vector illustrations and 
textures that complement the idea of recycling.

discipline / print,ui/ux, data 
visualization 
year /  2020



Invisible Designer 
gender disparities in design 

The Invisible Designer is a collaborative zine that focuses on the 
visibility of women in design. The goal is to inform the importance 
and accomplishments of women. The zine has an edgy and bold 
look to symbolize the power of women, while color is kept minimal 
with black and white and a pop of magenta. Through the written 
content and style, it brings awareness of the disparities of gender 
in design.

collaboration / melissa ausburn, 
daniela león and priska zegarra

discipline / print, editorial

year /  2018



Instant
a modular typeface 

Instant is a single weight sans serif typeface inspired by Edward 
H Land’s invention, the Polaroid camera. The typeface features 
a modular structure taken from the shape of the camera. The 
typeface’s sleek and mechanical look reflect the edginess of the 
Polaroid. Instant aims to function in small text and display sizes. 

discipline / typography, print

year /  2019



Pursuit of Justice 
EJI annual report 

Equal Justice Initiative (EJI) is a non-profit organization that 
focuses on the mass incarceration and economic justice of our 
American Society. This annual report focuses on individuals, who 
thanks to EJI, have exonerated. The Pursuit of Justice cleverly 
utilizes elements from police reports to reflect the organization 
purposes. The cover itself is made from a folded sheet to resemble 
a police folder with an opening tab to show the inside text.

discipline / print

year /  2019



AutoDoc
garage car website 

AutoDoc is a website for an auto shop that caters specifically 
to classic cars. The site offers auto repair, maintenance, 
restoration and special events which are held every month. 
It includes twelve pages that are coded using HTML, CSS 
and JavaScript language. The design is edgy and mysterious 
in response to the rarity of these cars. As a complement, a 
lettering logo was made to simulate classic car logos.The high 
contrast and textured photographs are the key elements of 
the site that keep it enigmatic. 

discipline / web, ui/ux, typography

year /  2019



HEALTHCHECK
keeping track of your vaccines

An application that keeps track of family vaccines on the go. 
HealthCheck is an alternative to the endless paper of vaccination 
records. It allows the user to add as many members and record their 
vaccines into a list for easy access.  The sections are separated by 
color and icons to keep the design friendly and vibrant. Icons are 
illustrated using vector-like shapes for a simple but intriguing look. 
This tool maintains families on track and healthy while informing 
the benefit of vaccines. 

discipline / ui/ux, application

year /  2019



Greater Eastwood
merging of history and culture

As one of Houston’s first master-planned subdivisions, Greater 
Eastwood is filled with history and rich in culture. This brand 
identity emphasizes the merging of culture and history for Greater 
Eastwood, a super neighborhood in Houston, Texas. The identity 
takes inspiration from textures around the area to create a vibrant 
brand that ties the community together. The brand includes a 
conceptual brand logo, featuring a serif typeface paired with a 
condense sans-serif to show the city and historic aspect. It also 
includes iconography to reflect the merge of culture and history 
throughout the brand. Other elements included are wayfinding, 
public engagement, and brand collateral.

discipline / identity, environmental

year /  2020

Merging of Culture and History



Deluxe 
poster of upper kirby

The Deluxe poster represents Upper Kirby, a neighborhood in 
Houston, Texas. The objective of the poster is to highlight the 
up-scale quality of the district through lettering. Deluxe is the 
outcome is an expressive script lettering, a logotype to symbolize 
the luxurious aspect of Upper Kirby. It also features a hand-
drawn illustrations such as a telephone booth along with other 
iconographic depictions of the area. The poster is printed on 
cover stock using the Risograph printer. 

discipline / print, lettering

year /  2019



Alight
preserve the coast

A brand focused on protecting birds affected by climate change. 
Alight is a nonprofit organization based solely on preserving the 
Gulf Coast from the dangers of extreme weather. The brand 
guide book covers multiple aspects of the organization’s brand 
system. A unique conceptual brand logo is based on the main 
values of protecting and preserving. Following the brand identity, 
other elements included are color definitions, typography, 
textures, stationery, and brand collaterals.

discipline / print, identity

year /  2019



Heliocentric
on a bay that belonged to none of us 

A piece following an experience at Rockport, Texas. Heliocentric 
is a four-page spread written and designed along with twenty-
one designers. The spreads feature chaotic textures and images 
inspired by the trip. The centric layout complements the description 
of the text to show the feeling of solidity. A French-fold reveals an 
unsystematic design on the inside. The pages are tightly bound 
together with eighty-four other pages and accompanied by a white 
box cover.

discipline / print, editorial

year /  2019


